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Workgroup purpose

The OHDSI Open Source Community exists to promote the health and sustainability of the OHDSI open source software ecosystem.

Pillars

- **EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND COMMUNITY EVENTS FOR DEVELOPERS**
- **MATURE GOVERNANCE USING BEST PRACTICES FROM OTHER OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITIES**
- **DOCUMENTATION OF STANDARD INTERFACES AND PROCESSES**
- **MONITOR METRICS OF OPEN-SOURCE COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILITY**
- **SUPPORT MAINTAINERS WITH INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS**
Objective: Provide educational and community events for OHDSI software developers
Key result: Host OHDSI devcon 2023 in April

Objective: Train casual contributors to become active contributors/maintainers (Kheiron Program)
Key results: Graduate 2022 Kheiron cohort program and start 2023 Kheiron cohort

Objective: Comprehensive testing of OHDSI software all supported database platforms
Key Result: Document OHDSI test servers and how to request access

Objective: Formation of a Technical Advisory Board (TAB)
This a group who coordinates what software and what version of software is part of a release (distribution). Priorities are security, stability, and a consistent release for network.
Key result: Define and launch this group Q1 2023 (April)